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Jya Fjord Pro Air Purifier

Intelligent Evaporative Air Purifier Jya Fjord Pro Air Purifier
Jya Fjord Pro is a high-performance intelligent evaporative air purifier that delivers 550m³ of air per hour, allowing for air purification in a
room ranging  from 409  m²  to  710  m².  Using  a  HEPA H13  filter  and  an  activated  carbon  layer,  it  effectively  removes  pet  hair,  pollen,
odors, household chemical vapors, dust, and viruses, ensuring the health of people in the room. It requires little maintenance – the filter
only  needs  replacing  every  three  months.  The  device  has  quality  sensors  monitoring  PM2.5,  PM10,  TVOC  (total  volatile  organic
compounds)  particles,  as  well  as  temperature  and  humidity  at  home,  allowing  the  user  to  learn  important  information  about  their
environment. Fjord Pro is compatible with Amazon Alexa, Google Assistant, and Apple HomeKit for remote control. Its sleek silver casing
also makes it an attractive home decoration.
 
Purification Efficiency and Range
The Jya Fjord Pro effectively purifies air in an impressive space from 409 m² to 710 m², delivering 550m³ of clean air per hour. This makes
the device an ideal solution for larger homes or office spaces where air quality is crucial for comfort and health. In addition, the sleek
silver casing makes the Jya Fjord Pro not only functional but also an aesthetic interior element.
 
Intelligent Air Quality Control
The integration of advanced sensors, which monitor PM2.5, PM10, TVOC particles, as well as humidity and temperature, makes the Jya
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Fjord Pro not  just  a  purifier,  but  also  an intelligent  air  quality  control  center.  With  precise measurements,  the user  gets  full  access  to
information about the indoor environment's condition, which can inform conscious decisions regarding conditions in their home or office.
This feature is especially useful for allergy sufferers and those sensitive to changing weather conditions.
 
Smart Home Integration
Compatibility  with  systems  such  as  Amazon  Alexa,  Google  Assistant,  and  Apple  HomeKit  means  that  the  Jya  Fjord  Pro  can  be  easily
integrated into the user's smart home ecosystem. Remote control and access to data about air quality and device status make managing
purification  extremely  comfortable  and intuitive.  This  functionality  allows the  user  to  tailor  the  device's  operation  to  individual  needs,
even when away from home.
 
Advanced Air Purification
Using HEPA H13 filtration technology and an activated carbon layer, the Jya Fjord Pro effectively eliminates a range of pollutants such as
pet  hair,  pollen,  dust,  viruses,  and  household  chemical  vapors.  In  practice,  this  means  delivering  significantly  cleaner  air  to  your
surroundings. HEPA filtration is a renowned and appreciated technology capable of capturing even the smallest particles, ensuring that
the air you breathe is considerably healthier.
 
Simple Maintenance
One of the advantages of the Fjord Pro model is its minimal maintenance. Replacing the filter every three months is the only task the
user needs to perform to keep the device in excellent condition. This process is quick and intuitive, meaning even those unfamiliar with
such  devices  can  easily  care  for  the  purifier.  Proper  maintenance  ensures  that  the  Fjord  Pro  will  operate  efficiently  for  a  long  time,
delivering high-quality air to your surroundings.
 
Package Contents
Air Purifier x 1
Filter for the purifier x 1
Power supply x 1
User manual x 1
</
Brand
Smartmi
Model
JYKQJHQPR1
Color
Silver

Price:

Before: € 349.0002

Now: € 286.00

Small appliances, Humidifiers
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